THE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL AND DEVELOPMENT REVIEW POLICY

Summary

This policy sets out the principles and approach for appraisal and development planning in the Trust and applies to all non-medical staff in the organisation. It covers the timing, documentation and monitoring of appraisals for staff on Agenda of Change pay bands. The policy also sets out the responsibilities of managers to monitor and review staff’s performance, give feedback and support their development. This policy should be read in conjunction with the Trust ‘Pay and Progression Policy and Procedure’.
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1. POLICY STATEMENT

1.1 The Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust is committed to ensuring good performance management and continuous improvement through the ongoing appraisal and development of its staff. Appraisal is a key performance management tool and an important mechanism for building engagement and helping to improve individual and team performance to support organisational objectives.

1.2 This Policy sets out the principles for appraisal and the process for conducting Performance Appraisal and Development Reviews.

1.3 The framework for appraising performance will be based around agreed key result areas or work objectives and behaviours linked to the Trust values (these are described in the appraisal paperwork).

1.4 The annual Performance Appraisal and Development Review process is a fundamental part of good people management practice, in addition to regular informal discussions, providing constructive feedback on an individual’s work performance and related development throughout the year. It is important for managers to have direct communication with staff as frequently as possible; this will vary depending on the size and structure of the team.
1.5 The appraisal should be based on the principle of ‘no surprises’ and performance issues dealt with as and when they arise. The appraisal discussion will provide an opportunity to praise staff for their contribution during the year and provide constructive feedback to support ongoing development.

1.6 The Trust’s appraisal policy and procedures will be reviewed regularly to ensure that they continue to reflect emerging Trust, individual and NHS needs.

1.7 The Royal Marsden NHS Foundation Trust believes in providing equity in its services, in treating people fairly with respect and dignity and in valuing diversity both as a provider of cancer and community health services and as an employer. These principles will be followed when applying this policy and procedure.

2. **PRINCIPLES FOR THE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL AND DEVELOPMENT REVIEW**

2.1 The Performance Appraisal and Development Review process is an integral part of the way the Trust manages employee performance and development.

2.2 All staff will have a formal annual Performance Appraisal and Development Review against agreed performance expectations (key result areas or work objectives).

2.3 Performance Appraisal and Development Review is a two-way process. It provides an opportunity for all staff to:

- Receive feedback on their performance against performance expectations
- Reflect on their work performance and give feedback on experiences working in the Trust and work area
- Confirm the requirements of their job and agree work objectives for the coming year
- Discuss and agree development needs and how these might be met
- Discuss career development aspirations

2.4 The Performance Appraisal and Development Review provides a context for the individual role by referring to the department and Trust objectives.

2.5 The Performance Appraisal and Development Review will be recorded on the appropriate Trust documentation and will include an agreed record of achievements, brief descriptions of how performance meets Trust values and behaviour requirements, future work objectives, ongoing work responsibilities (e.g. mandatory training) and agreed development.

2.6 The Performance Appraisal and Development Review will result in the production of a personal development plan (PDP) identifying any learning and development requirements and how they will be met.

2.7 The Performance Appraisal and Development Review will take place between staff and their manager or, where appropriate, another appropriately trained senior team member.
3. **OBJECTIVES**

3.1 It is important that employees understand how they contribute to the Trust objectives. Managers should ensure that staff are aware of the Trust objectives and align team and individual objectives accordingly.

3.2 An outcome of the appraisal should be agreed work objectives which relate to the Trust strategic objectives. The headings below set out the key areas to which objectives should be linked to:

- Quality services
- Efficient delivery
- Effective team working

3.3 Work based objectives may be a mix of project work (stretch/challenging objectives) and everyday work (maintenance objectives). Team objectives can be agreed for some staff groups.

4. **DEVELOPMENT PLANNING**

4.1 As part of the Performance Appraisal and Development Review, the appraiser and appraisee will discuss progress against the Personal Development Plan (PDP) agreed at the last appraisal, and discuss and agree development needs for the coming year, including mandatory training requirements to be documented in the PDP.

4.2 Managers will identify any development needs and plan to support staff to develop the appropriate knowledge and skills, this will be documented in the personal development plan. Appropriate development may include, shadowing colleagues, attending meetings, undertaking projects, attending face-to-face training, e-learning and academic qualifications.

4.3 Where agreed development is not supported as planned during the year, managers should provide a reason explaining the rationale for this.

4.4 In order to inform organisational learning and development plans, appraisers should share the outcomes of the development plans discussed in Performance Appraisal and Development Reviews with their manager (if they are not the appraisee’s manager), professional lead(s) and the Learning & Development department as appropriate.

4.5 Learning and Development will develop training plans based on NHS and Trust requirements and through discussions and feedback from managers. Specific training needs analysis will be undertaken as necessary.
5. **APPRAISAL OUTCOMES**

5.1 As an outcome of the appraisal for all staff, a performance rating should be awarded based on a review of all aspects of performance using the following scale:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rating</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exceeding expectations</td>
<td>Not only meets all objectives and ongoing work responsibilities, but consistently goes the extra mile and is a role model.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meeting expectations consistently</td>
<td>Performance is good or excellent; consistently meets expectations in relation to objectives and ongoing work responsibilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development</td>
<td>Performance is below expected levels in one or more key areas / majority of areas. Development identified.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unacceptable performance</td>
<td>Performance is below expected levels in majority of areas. Under formal performance management measures.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 To achieve a performance rating of ‘**exceeding expectations**’ or ‘**meeting expectations consistently**’ the minimum criteria detailed below should be demonstrated:

- Participation in an annual Performance and Development Review (PADR) and a progress review in year
- Satisfactory conduct and capability, including attendance
- Appraisal and mandatory training requirements met and in date
- Performance, as measured through achievement of objectives and competencies is judged to have met the required level
- Satisfactory demonstration of the Trust values and behaviours.

5.3 Those staff unable to demonstrate these criteria will be awarded either ‘development’ or ‘unacceptable performance’.

6. **PAY PROGRESSION (on Agenda for Change pay bands)**

6.1 For staff on Agenda for Change pay bands who have not reached the top of their pay band, incremental progression will be based on the performance rating awarded as an outcome of the appraisal. Employees must achieve a performance rating of ‘**exceeding expectations**’ or ‘**meeting expectations consistently**’ to be awarded their annual increment.

6.2 The Trust’s Pay and Progression Policy and Procedure set outs further details and should be applied in conjunction with this policy.
7. **ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES**

7.1 **Managers** are responsible for:

- Implementing this policy, ensuring that all staff are appraised on an annual basis.
- Ensuring that all appraisers with delegated responsibility for appraisal are appropriately trained/briefed.
- Ensuring staff are aware of the knowledge and skills requirements of the role as part of the induction process and work based objectives are confirmed at the end of the induction period.
- Ensuring staff receive regular feedback including recognition for work done well and addressing concerns when they arise.
- Ensuring staff are made aware of mandatory training requirements.
- Ensuring staff are made aware of the relevant documentation to be used in advance of their appraisal and given sufficient notice of the appraisal meeting (approximately 2-3 weeks).
- Agreeing work objectives and a personal development plan annually as an outcome of the appraisal discussion.
- Recording individual performance appraisal and development reviews on the Trust ‘Performance and Development Review Form’ (or other appraisal form approved by Learning and Development) and notifying HR of the date and the name of the appraiser via the ‘Appraisal Entry Form’
- Notifying HR of the outcome of appraisals.

7.2 **Staff** are responsible for:

- Their own performance and ensuring that they understand expectations in relation to work objectives and ongoing work responsibilities for their role.
- Actively participating in the performance and review process by preparing for the appraisal discussion, contributing to their personal appraisal development plan and actively applying newly acquired knowledge and skills within the role.

7.3 **Human Resources and Organisation Development** are responsible for:

- Delivering appropriate training and advice for both managers and staff in preparing for performance appraisal and development reviews.
- Monitoring and reporting completion of appraisals through use of the ‘appraisal entry form’.
- Providing advice and guidance to both managers and staff with issues or concerns about performance management.
8. **FURTHER SUPPORT / DEALING WITH DISAGREEMENTS**

8.1 If an employee has concerns about any part of the Performance Appraisal and Development Review process this should be discussed in the first instance between the individual and their appraiser. If there are still concerns these should then be raised with the appraiser’s manager. The appraiser’s manager, or another agreed individual, may be involved in the Performance Appraisal and Development Review if appropriate.

8.2 In the instance where disagreements arise and a subsequent appraisal review meeting is conducted, formal amendments to the appraisal record may be agreed based on relevant supporting evidence.

9. **TIMING**

9.1 All staff will have a formal Performance Appraisal and Development Review on at least an annual basis.

9.2 Managers will determine the timing of annual Performance Appraisal and Development Reviews based on Trust and departmental objective setting cycles, annual incremental dates.

10. **DOCUMENTATION**

10.1 Annual Performance Appraisal and Development Reviews will be recorded using the Trust ‘Performance Appraisal and Development Review (PADR) Form’.

10.2 Managers may adapt paperwork to meet local needs or confirm the appraisal discussion and outcome by writing a letter as long as the following areas are documented:

- Performance and progress on objectives for the previous year
- Agreed objectives for the coming year
- Feedback in relation to the Trust values and behaviours
- Agreed development

10.3 The appraisee should be made aware of the relevant documentation to be used in advance of their appraisal.

10.4 The appraiser and appraisee should each keep a copy of the completed documentation. The appraiser may share documentation with their manager (if they are not the appraisee’s manager), and/or professional lead(s). Confidentiality of the record must be maintained within the appropriate supervision and management structure.

11. **MONITORING**

11.1 The number of Performance Appraisal and Development Reviews that have taken place will be reported on a monthly basis to Divisional Directors and the Performance Review Group and quarterly to the Trust Board.
11.2 Audits will be conducted of sample Performance Appraisal and Development Review paperwork and process to review quality by HROD.

11.3 Overall responsibility for this policy rests with the Director of Workforce.

12. REVIEW

12.1 This policy will be reviewed on an annual basis.

13. LINKED DOCUMENTS

- Pay and Progression Policy and Procedure
- Study Leave and Financial Support Policy
- Managing Poor Work Performance Policy
- Induction Policy and Procedure
- Mandatory Training Policy
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